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       I think that you could be whatever you wanted to be if you could realize
all the dreams you have inside. 
~Joey McIntyre

Believe in yourself.reach down inside.the love you found will set you
free.Believe in youself.You would come alive.Have faith in what you
do.You'll make it through 
~Joey McIntyre

It's fun to be a part of pop history. Anytime you can be referenced in
that respect it can be cool. 
~Joey McIntyre

Don't ever wish you were someone else, you were meant to be the way
you are exactly. 
~Joey McIntyre

God forbid we keep a couple secrets in this day and age! 
~Joey McIntyre

I love meeting famous people. I'm even happy just looking at them. 
~Joey McIntyre

When you learn to love yourself, you're better off by far. 
~Joey McIntyre

Don't you ever wish you were someone else. You were meant to be the
way you are exactly. Don't you ever say you don't like the way you are.
When you learn to love yourself, you're better off by far. 
~Joey McIntyre

Being in a rock n' roll and pop world, it's very easy to act like a kid. 
~Joey McIntyre
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Nothing will ever take away the power and resolve and fearlessness of
the great city of Boston. We will get through this. It will take time. But
we will get through this. 
~Joey McIntyre

I don't mind being the brunt of a joke, so long as it's a good one. 
~Joey McIntyre

You just go for it and see what works. There are no rules. 
~Joey McIntyre

It's every teenager's dream to be in a band, tour the world and be
famous. 
~Joey McIntyre

I think a show can work anywhere if it's done honestly, with integrity,
and with confidence. 
~Joey McIntyre

Those English and Scottish know how to do accents. 
~Joey McIntyre

Ballroom dancing is like being on Mars compared to what I've done
throughout my life. 
~Joey McIntyre
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